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load data castpics Apr 07 2024
castpics load lookups welcome to the new castpics load lookup this database has 6400 loads for cast bullet loads
data can be searched by cartridge name powder name and bullet weight

cast boolits Mar 06 2024
cast boolits the place to discuss our favorite pb projectiles boolits as god laid it into the soil grand old
galena the silver stream graciously hand poured into molds for our consumption bullets machine made utilizing full
length gas checks as to provide projectiles for the masses view this forum s rss feed

montana bullet works custom ladle cast bullets Feb 05 2024
extensive selection of hard cast bullets from original lbt rcbs lyman moulds custom ladle cast for handloaders
both competitive recreational shooters

loading cast bullets in the 9mm luger Jan 04 2024
unlike the 45 acp where good cast bullet loads are easy to develop the 9mm is finicky as velocity and pressure
increase requirements become more and more exacting and loads may have to be tailored to each individual pis tol
for best results

reloading data cast bullet forum Dec 03 2023
loads for 3030 and 308 latest by drone 3 days ago 11 316 0 0 cba member category reloading data

stateline bullets lead cast bullets for reloading Nov 02 2023
our premium high quality lead cast bullets feature 3 different foundry certified lead alloys 2sn 6sb 92pb lead
alloy which equates to a brinell hardness bhn of 16 hard cast bullets a proprietary alloy which equates to a bhn
of 9 10 cowboy action soft cast bullets pure lead bhn 5 for muzzle loading firearms
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acp cast target loads cast bullet association forum Oct 01 2023
with 100 years of development the big low pressure 45 acp is easy to load and friendly to cast bullets however
loading high quality match ammunition with cast bullets takes extra effort jacketed bullets provide a useful
accuracy standard the standard factory target load is a 185 grain short nose jacketed open base wadcutter at 800
fps

top cast bullet handloads shooting times Aug 31 2023
cast bullets offer excellent performance and practicality especially for handloaders willing to mold their own no
one knows exactly when lead was first used to make bullets maybe as far back as 600 or 700 years but it s been
until relatively recently the primary constituent of every bullet ever made

cast bullets what they are and why they are so powerful Jul 30 2023
a cast bullet is a pure lead bullet with no copper jacket which is made from molten lead and cast in a mold while
some cast bullets are available commercially most cast bullets today are made by individuals for use in their
pistol handloads cast bullets can be hard cast dipped in water to cool or soft cast air cooled

cast bullets and battle rifles handloader magazine Jun 28 2023
the five cast bullet designs used most in mike s shooting with u s 30 caliber cartridges include the 1 lyman
311041 2 lyman 311291 3 lyman 311299 4 rcbs 30 200 sil and the 5 lyman 311284 at that time in my life details such
as alloys lubes or bullet seating depth didn t mean much

straight shooter cast bullet co May 28 2023
straight shooters currently manufactures over 100 variations of cast bullets for reloading our premium cast
bullets are cast from 92 2 6 foundry blended alloy bhn 15 we also offer supreme cast bullets bhn 20
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rcbs silhouette cast bullets load data article Apr 26 2023
date aug 24 2016 rcbs 308 165 silh bullets have a body diameter of 310 inch sized to 309 inch the bullets provide
a tight fit in 30 caliber rifle chambers many cast rifle bullet designs are intended for a specific purpose and to
fit certain sized chamber throats leade angles and cartridge neck lengths

casting your own bullets for lever action rifles shooting times Mar 26 2023
february 15 2022 by layne simpson rounding up jacketed rifle bullets for handloading today ranges from extremely
difficult to impossible and this especially holds true for many lever action rifle cartridges

guns magazine cast bullets and the 30 30 guns magazine Feb 22 2023
for full power deer loads in the 30 30 i mostly use 150 gr jacketed bullets either sierra fps or winchester
silvertips but for everyday use my choice is cast bullets for easy shooting loads they are also great for giving a
young shooter big rifle feel without the noise and recoil

load data the best reloading manual online Jan 24 2023
the ultimate reloading manual with our load data you can search by caliber bullet weight powder powder
manufacturer or a combination of all four search over 311 644 loads metallic search shotgun search metallic
caliber powder type projectile weight powder manufacturer cast or jacketed browse all metallic calibers or shotgun
gauges

shop straight shooter cast bullet co Dec 23 2022
premium hard cast bullets bhn caliber gascheck hi tek showing 1 10 of 99 results 357 38 cal dewc 148 gr 21 07 105
35 357 38 cal dewc hi tek 148 gr 21 07 105 35 7 357 38 cal fp 125 gr 19 70 91 00 10 357 38 cal fp hi tek 125 gr 17
50 80 00 357 38 cal hp pb gc hi tek 158 gr 45 60 10
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hard cast lead bullets x treme bullets Nov 21 2022
lead bullets rn fp rnfp swc wc hard cast lead bullets all of our superior cast bullets scb are hard cast using a
tough time proven alloy our hard alloy combined with the most efficient bullet lube available enhances accuracy
and minimizes barrel fouling literally hundreds of x treme scb bullets can be fired without any decline in

your favorite reduced loads for 45 70 cast bullet forum Oct 21 2022
lapm9 posted this 03 october 2022 what are your favorite reduced loads for the 45 70 using bullseye unique imr
3031 or h335 i have 150 gr collar buttons and 300 gr coated bullets

loading down the 44 magnum safely shooting times Sep 19 2022
when loading lighter weight cast bullets and faster burn rate powders like universal hp 38 w231 and others the
recommended max charges can be safely reduced by up to 20 percent
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